MX141M : 1U Strip Mixer with Media Player

General Description
The MX141M is a 1U Media Mixer which combines a compact audio mixer with a microphone input and three stereo sources with a media player, with FM tuner, jingle player and Bluetooth connectivity. Packed in a sleek 19” 1U case and supplied with an infrared remote control for the media player functions. The MX141M is the perfect solution for commercial sound systems in hospitality and fitness audio applications.

MX155 : 1U Strip Mixer

General Description
The MX155 is a 7-Channel mic/line mixer with 5 multi-purpose mic/line inputs, one dedicated microphone input and talk-over feature. All inputs feature EQ’s and Gain control. The balanced output is provided via Euroblock connector. Remote muting and emergency signal replay facilitate the use in installed sound systems.

VMA120 : 2U Installer Mixer Amp

General Description
The VMA120 and VMA240 are cost effective mixer-amplifiers for use in all types of commercial premises and applications. They have been designed to be as simple to install and operate as possible, yet retain a useful range of configuration options. Both units are mono power amplifiers combined with a simple mixer stage. They are identical in terms of facilities, and differ only in the maximum power output available – 120 W (VMA120) or 240 W (VMA240). They may be used to drive either low-impedance loudspeakers directly (4 ohms minimum) or 25/70/100 V-line loudspeaker distribution systems.

- 1 x 120 W @ 4 ohms or 25/70/100v (VMA120)
- 1 x 240 W @ 4 ohms or 25/70/100v (VMA240)
- 3 Line Inputs (RCA)
- 1 x Slave FOH Input (Stereo TRS)
- 1 Media Input (Bluetooth, USB, FM)
- 1 Mic Input (Combo XLR & TRS)
- Single Output (Euro Con or RCA or TRS)

VMA240 : 2U Installer Mixer Amp

General Description
The VMA120 and VMA240 are cost effective mixer-amplifiers for use in all types of commercial premises and applications. They have been designed to be as simple to install and operate as possible, yet retain a useful range of configuration options. Both units are mono power amplifiers combined with a simple mixer stage. They are identical in terms of facilities, and differ only in the maximum power output available – 120 W (VMA120) or 240 W (VMA240). They may be used to drive either low-impedance loudspeakers directly (4 ohms minimum) or 25/70/100 V-line loudspeaker distribution systems.

- 1 x 120 W @ 4 ohms or 25/70/100v (VMA120)
- 1 x 240 W @ 4 ohms or 25/70/100v (VMA240)
- 3 Line Level Inputs (RCA)
- 1 x Slave FOH Input (Stereo TRS)
- 1 Aux Line Inputs (3.5mm stereo jack - front panel)
- 2 Balanced Mic Inputs (1 x TRS & 1 x Euro Con)
- Selectable 65Hz HPF (default - ON)
- Emergency Line Level Input
- Music Mute Contact (NO only)
- Over current, Short circuit & Thermal Reset Protection
General Description

The VA2120 and VA4120 are cost effective audio power amplifiers for use in all types of commercial premises. They have been designed to be as simple to install and operate as possible. The two models are identical in terms of facilities, and differ only in the number of channels: two (VA2120) or four (VA4120). Each channel can deliver 120 W. The amplifiers can drive either low-impedance loudspeakers directly (4 ohms minimum) or 25/70/100 V-line loudspeaker distribution systems.

- 4 x 120 W @ 4 ohms or 25/70/100 V
- 2 x 120 W @ 4 ohms or 25/70/100 V
- 2 Balanced line inputs (Euro Con)
- 4 Balanced line inputs (Euro Con)
- Input level control (rear pot)
- Selectable 65Hz HPF (per channel)
- Over current, Short circuit & Thermal reset protection

---

General Description

In response to demand Cloud Electronics are announcing the release of a high quality in-ceiling speaker range that delivers exceptional value for money, sonic performance and reliability for a wide variation of applications. Targeted at the entry market, this “Value-Line” is the beginning of a series of competitively priced solutions for a broad range of applications such as background music systems in hotels, restaurants and pubs corporate offices, retail stores, etc.

---

CVS-C5TW
- 5¼” ceiling speaker
- Dual cone open back design
- 8 ohm, max 40W /100v - 6W, 3W, 1.5W
- White aluminium painted grille

CVS-C52TW
- 5¼” ceiling speaker
- 2-way coaxial open back design
- 8 ohm, max 40W/100V - 6W, 3W, 1.5W
- White aluminium painted grille

CVS-C5W
- 5¼” ceiling speaker
- Dual cone open back design
- 16 ohm, max 20W
- White steel painted grille

CVS-C82TW
- 8” ceiling speaker
- 2-way coaxial driver, open back
- 8 ohm, max 50W
- 100V - 24W, 12W, 6W
- White aluminium painted grille

---

CVS-C53TW (White)
- 5¼” ceiling speaker
- 2-way coaxial driver
- Open back 8 ohm, max 40W /100V - 24W, 12W, 6W
- White & black aluminium painted grille

CVS-C53TB (Black)
- 5¼” ceiling speaker
- 2-way coaxial driver
- Open back 8 ohm, max 40W/100V - 24W, 12W, 6W
- White & black aluminium painted grille

---

CVS-C52W
- 5¼” ceiling speaker
- 2-way coaxial open back design
- 8 ohm, max 40W/100v - 6W, 3W, 1.5W
- White & black aluminium painted grille

---

CVS-C53TW (White)
- 5¼” ceiling speaker
- 2-way coaxial driver
- Open back 8 ohm, max 40W /100V - 24W, 12W, 6W
- White & black aluminium painted grille

---

CVS-C53TB (Black)
- 5¼” ceiling speaker
- 2-way coaxial driver
- Open back 8 ohm, max 40W/100V - 24W, 12W, 6W
- White & black aluminium painted grille
The CVS Contractor Series of cost-effective loudspeakers includes two pendant models specifically designed to be suspended in free space from any convenient point. A complete set of suspension components is included with each loudspeaker. Horizontal dispersion is 360°. Pendant Speakers Premium Drivers are used for 2 model sizes of Pendant Speakers - 6½” & 4½” Versions.

General Description

The Cloud CVS-C62 & CVS-C83 are a more Premium in-ceiling speaker within the Contractor Series and are more specifically designed for high quality music reproduction. They are also suitable for speech and announcements and will find application where a better quality of music audio is desirable. They come with painted steel grille BLACK or WHITE which attaches magnetically, making for a very easy flush finish to the installation and a very clean appearance.

General Description

The Cloud CVS-C83TW & CVS-C83TB are a more Premium in-ceiling speaker within the Contractor Series and are more specifically designed for high quality music reproduction. They are also suitable for speech and announcements and will find application where a better quality of music audio is desirable. They come with painted steel grille BLACK or WHITE which attaches magnetically, making for a very easy flush finish to the installation and a very clean appearance.

CVS-C83TW (White)
CVS-C83TB (Black)
- 8” 2-way coaxial driver, open back
- 8 ohm, max 50W
- 100V - 24W, 12W, 6W
- Magnetic interchangeable steel painted grille Black or White

CVS-C62TW (White)
CVS-C62TB (Black)
- 6½” 2-way coaxial driver, open back
- 8 ohm, max 50W
- 100V - 24W, 12W, 6W
- Magnetic interchangeable steel painted grille Black or White

CVS-P62TW (White)
CVS-P62TB (Black)
- 6½” 2-way coaxial driver, open back
- 8 ohm, max 40W
- 100V - 20W, 10W, 2W
- Made from High-Impact PP Plastic Inc.
- Cables, Eye Bolt & Carabiner
- Black or White

CVS-P42TW (White)
CVS-P42TB (Black)
- 4½” 2-way coaxial driver, open back
- 8 ohm, max 40W
- 100V - 20W, 10W, 2W
- Made from High-Impact PP Plastic Inc.
- Cables, Eye Bolt & Carabiner
- Black or White

General Description

The Cloud CVS-P62 & CVS-P42 are a more Premium in-ceiling speaker within the Contractor Series and are more specifically designed for high quality music reproduction. They are also suitable for speech and announcements and will find application where a better quality of music audio is desirable. They come with painted steel grille BLACK or WHITE which attaches magnetically, making for a very easy flush finish to the installation and a very clean appearance.

Cloud CVS-P46W & WB-P468
Optional wall mounting brackets for CVS-P42 & P62 Pendant speakers.